
Figure 1 – Tape off the ends of the axle slots to avoid getting them 
gunked up with paint 

Figure 2 – Remove the green cover from your paint stick and attach it 
firmly to the bottom of your car 

Figure 3 – Hold the stick while spray painting your car (outside your 
house!), then hang it off a table with a heavy book on top to dry 
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Spray paint looks the best and is easiest to do, but you can also paint 
with a brush if you don't have spray paint. The trick to a super smooth 
finish is to use a SANDABLE primer first - I get mine from Walmart - 
Rustoleum Painter's Touch Ultra Cover Primer (white) for about $3.  
You just lightly sand the last coat of primer and wipe off the dust before 
applying the color coats of spray paint.  My favorite finish spray paint is 
Krylon gloss spray paint which is cheapest at Walmart (around $3).  
You are totally welcome to borrow spray paint from Mr. Eric !

Mr. Eric warning on multiple colors and gloss coats: If you apply more than 
one finish color or a clear gloss coat, sometimes it will wrinkle the paint if 
you don’t let the first color dry completely.  Plan ahead - be sure to follow 
the manufacturer’s directions on letting the first coat dry fully (sometimes 
up to 48 hours!) before applying a different color.  I usually stay away from 
the clear gloss coats for this reason, and when you apply colors make sure 
they hit primer and not an underlying color.  Use painter’s masking tape to 
mask off the areas for the different finish colors (e.g. like a stripe down the 
middle, etc.). To be extra safe, you can then even use another coat of 
primer before applying the second color.  

Here are the Mr. Eric recommended steps for painting your car:
 If needed, sand your finished car with 150 grit sandpaper, and then 

vacuum and/or wipe off dust with a tack cloth.
 CRITICAL: Tape off the ends of the axle slots to avoid getting them 

gunked up with paint – see Figure 1 on back
 Super smart Scouts: Attach a Mr. Eric paint stick to your car – see 

Figure 2 on back.  You hold this stick while spray painting and can 
hang it off a table with a book on top to let it dry without touching it – 
see Figure 3 on back.  Keep the stick on until ALL painting is done.

 Apply two light coats of primer paint (a sandable spray primer or 
even drywall primer paint like Kilz), allow to dry 10 minutes between 
coats and a couple hours after the 2nd coat.  

 Sand lightly with 320 grit sandpaper, then vacuum and/or wipe off 
dust with a tack cloth.

 Apply two or more light coats of spray paint of your choice, let dry 
10 minutes between coats and a couple hours after the last coat.  

 Again, spray paint looks the best and is easiest to do, but you can 
also paint with a brush if you don’t have spray paint. 

Note that a cool alternative to painting is the body wraps available at 
the Scout Shop and at hobby shops.  This is essentially a full-body     
        sticker (available in tons of cool graphic styles) that you apply 
        to the car.

PWD Car Painting Tips (do not put wheels on before painting !!)


